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"There is no convincing scientific evidence that base stations and wireless networks cause adverser 
health effects."  WHO 
  
"There is no reason to believe that cell towers could constitute a potential health hazard to nearby 
residents or students." FCC 
  
"The chance of health problems occurring among people living and working below base stations is 
negligible." The Health Council Netherlands 
  
"Cell phone antennas or towers are unlikely to cause cancer." American Cancer Society 
  
How could such unequivocal statements be made by such a group of august organizations? 
  
Who regulates the cell phone and base station industry? 
  
National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurement  NCRP 
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers IEEE 
Environmental Protection Agency  EPA 
Federal Drug Administration  FDA 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration  OSHA 
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health  NIOSH 
  
What study is available specifically measuring the radiofrequency exposure of the proposed tower in Fire 
Island Pines? 
  
New York SMSA Limited Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless Group Pinnacle Telecom Group in their 
report to FCC 
  
The Maximum Permissible Exposure  MPE  of this tower at street level is 1% at 100% possible use. 
It is 2% at the second story level 
It is 0.4% at a location 100 feet from the base of the tower 
  
Hundreds of studies for decades by scientists around the world have consistently concluded that there is 
no evidence that exposure to the low level of radio frequency RF signals emitted by cell sites pose a 
health risk. 
  
One cannot even make the claim that this technology is so last century!  In fact, this is the same 
technology that has been used in radio broadcasts since the 1800's and more recently to transmit 
television, wireless routers, cordless phones and baby monitors. 
  
How could someone suffer from the potential thermal effects or heating from the antennae, since 
microwaves use the same technology to cook food.  Exposure to a microwave, one could suffer from eye 
damage (cataracts), skin burns and heat stroke if you placed yourself inside a microwave oven.  For that 
same problems to occur on account of a cell phone tower, one would have to climb at the top where the 



antennae is or stand directly in the path of the RF signal.  But these effects are not possible from being 
near the tower itself. 
  
Let's examine some pertinent information about RF and cell phone towers. 
  
RF is a form of energy in the electromagnetic spectrum between FM radio waves and microwaves.  
These waves as well as visible light and heat are forms of non-ionizing radiation.  They cannot cause 
cancer by damaging DNA.  That is because they do not break the chemical bonds of DNA in contrast to 
xrays, gamma rays and uv light which all can break the chemical bonds. 
  
The energy from cellular phone towers is directed toward the horizon, parallel to the surface of the earth, 
with minimal downward scatter. There is minimal energy detectable at the base of the tower compared to 
the antennae on top.  The amount of RF energy is thousands of times less than the limits for safe 
exposure set by US Federal Communication (FCC) and other regulatory authorities.  It is very unlikely 
that a person could be exposed to RF levels in excess of these limits just by being near a cell phone 
tower.  You would have to be next to the antennae or directly in front of the direction the antenna is 
aimed, to have any significant exposure.   
  
The levels of energy from RF waves near cell phone towers are not significantly different from the 
background levels of RF radiation in urban areas from radio and television broadcast stations. 
  
In fact, the amount of exposure from living near a cell phone tower is typically many times lower than the 
exposure from using a cell phone. 
Exposure to the brain from RF fields from cell phone base stations is less than 1/100th the exposure 
produced from cell phones.  
  
The distance one is from the base of a cell phone tower is a poor proxy for exposure to radio waves 
indoors. 
  
What are worse risks people take compared to living in proximity to a cell phone tower? 
  
Lying in the sun without sun block 
Taking ibuprofen and any other non-steroidal anti-inflammatory medication 
Taking decongestants 
Not being on allergy shots for venon allergy 
Eating a high fat diet 
Taking Levaquin or Avelox which has a 1 % chance of tendon rupture 
Driving in a car or cab 
Crossing the street in Manhattan 
Using illegal and many prescription medications 
Being admitted to the hospital 
Using antibacterial soap 
Not checking for ticks when working in the garden 
Not replacing the batteries in your smoke detectors 
Not installing carbon monoxide detectors 
Leaving your barbeque unattended 
Smoking anything 
Failing to take measures to reduce the mosquito population 
And so on and so forth 
  
Cordially 
 Ed Schulhafer, MD 
Vice President FIPPOA


